
Cofense Protect MSP leverages the combination of our powerful Computer Vision AI with best-in-
class phishing simulations and training, enabling MSPs to efficiently protect their clients and 
themselves with a zero-second phishing detection solution.

Our complete solution was designed for MSPs with simplicity in mind - featuring minimal 
management, monthly billing, and integration with ConnectWise, Datto, Kaseya and SyncroMSP to 
maximize value.

Cofense Protect MSP detects and mitigates phishing threats for you, 
catching phishing attempts BEFORE they appear on deny lists.

40-second Deployment.
Protect your O365 and Google Workspace client environments with our simple API 
integration. Onboarding is completed with credentials in just a few clicks – sitting next to the 
mail server, no redirects or MX record changes are needed.

Best in Class Phishing Detection.
Our computer vision technology focuses on human emulation, detecting phishing attacks as a user 
would - utilizing advanced perception analysis algorithms to simulate how a human sees. We take 
thousands of images a day from common login pages and compare image to image in our visual 
sandbox to ensure emails are legitimate and not phishing. Our instant detection technology is 
fueled by data from over 30 million reporters who identify active phishing attacks globally.

Training and Simulation.
Cofense Protect MSP features industry-leading Cofense PhishMe simulations to maximize 
phishing education and prevention among your clients. Our simulations and training are based on 
real attacks and information ingested from Cofense Intelligence.

Leverage AI - Stop the Phish.
Cofense Protect MSP™

Our Solution for MSPs.
Deliver a fully-managed, advanced phishing protection solution with effective simulation and 
training, keeping your clients safe from today's most sophisticated phishing attacks. 



How Does Cofense Protect MSP Work?
Cofense Protect MSP is a cloud-native, advanced 
phishing detection and email analysis technology. It is 
built to stop advanced attacks that circumvent basic 
detection mechanisms baked into the Microsoft O365 
and Google Workspace offerings. Users benefit from 
the power of computer vision plus training + simulation 
in one unique product.

Computer Vision And AI.
Cofense Protect MSP uses our patent-pending 
technology to detect phishing attacks by visually 
representing, inspecting, and drawing conclusions on 
emails, URLs, landing pages, and attachments. 
Phishing attacks are detected as they arrive and are 
moved away from the user's inbox, with malicious links 
deactivated.

Detection and Training in one Simple UI.
Only Cofense Protect MSP delivers both capabilities 
so you can train your users on what real phishing 
attacks look like now.

• All templates are exact replicas of recent and
broadly used real phish

• Recipient lists are automatically maintained
based on protected email inboxes

• Set it and forget it - practically zero overhead
costs. Simply "toggle on" to enable once-per-
month phishing simulations

• Fully automated results reporting, with easy
distribution and logo-branding for visibility

Free Evaluation.
Deploy a free evaluation of Cofense Protect MSP, 
onboarding clients of your choice in less than a minute. 
Our fully managed solution can be deployed alongside 
whatever tools you are leveraging today for a true 
side-by-side proof of concept. Let us do the work for 
you.

Protect Your House for Free.
With a single paying client, we will keep your team 
protected with NFR licenses.

Cofense Protect MSP is the only complete anti-
phishing solution providing protection and training in a 
single pane of glass. Our zero-second detection is  
designed to keep you and your clients safe.

About Cof ense
Cofense® is the leading provider of phishing detection and response solutions. Designed for enterprise organizations, 
the Cofense Phishing Detection and Response (PDR) platform leverages a global network of close to 30 million people 
actively reporting suspected phish, combined with advanced automation to stop phishing attacks faster and stay ahead of 
breaches. When deploying the full suite of Cofense solutions, organizations can educate employees on how to identify and 
report phish, detect phish in their environment and respond quickly to remediate threats. With seamless integration into 
most major TIPs, SIEMs, and SOARs, Cofense solutions easily align with existing security ecosystems. Across a broad set 
of Global 1000 enterprise customers, including defense, energy, financial services, healthcare and manufacturing sectors, 
Cofense understands how to improve security, aid incident response and reduce the risk of compromise. For additional 
information, please visit www.cofense.com or connect with us on Twitter and LinkedIn.
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A: 1602 Village Market Blvd, SE #400 
Leesburg, VA 20175
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